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DCS Bees and Honey Committee meeting, 27-03-21, 10.00am, by Zoom 

Present:  Liz Westcott (LW), Stephen Ide (SI), Harriet Brooks Brownlie (HBB), Tony Lindsell (TL), Alan 
Binge (AB), Bill Pyle (BP), John Heal (JH), Maggie Heal (MH), Viv Thorn* (VT), Jack Mummery (JM) 

*running ToH this year in the absence of Jane (supported by LW) 

Chairman’s notes:  Notes of last meeting had been circulated – plus record of our discussions on how 
we could reduce the costs of our feature.  Since last meeting:   

• It has been confirmed that our marquee will be the same size as last year. 
• Stephenson’s Trophy definitely cancelled this year. 
• Various classes have been dropped from competition schedule (i.e. those attracting 3 or fewer 

entries in recent years). 
• Judges – hotel accommodation not being provided this year.  SI has engaged JM and Suzie 

Perkins (from Somerset) as our judges. 
• DCS aiming for a 25% reduction in steward’s tickets from normal.  Allocation of meal tickets to 

be changed - hot meals at café to be replaced by take-away lunch boxes.  Dispensing with 
Stephenson Trophy will reduce our steward numbers by 24 – 30 tickets.  We have yet to see 
whether people are reluctant to volunteer if apprehensive about crowd / public places.   

We will need to be flexible.  Many details of how the show will run were not yet available. 

Discussion:  

• It was unknown yet whether camping will be allowed. 
• HBB to make contact with H and S advisor at DCS to get more information, as available.  JH had 

heard that DCS will be having an important meeting in a few weeks time. 
• It was noted that some other West Country shows were going ahead whilst some were 

cancelling.  For now we should assume that DCS is going ahead and plan accordingly. 

Apologies:  Jane and James Schindler-Ord 

The notes of the last meeting were agreed as a true and accurate record and were signed virtually by 
Chairman. 

Layout of tent:  Layout and stewarding need to be discussed within the context of aspects of safety 
and social distancing, so these agenda items are merged. 
• We are encouraged to site things outside the tent if possible but we need to ascertain proximity 

of trade stands to front entrance and sides.  Features are also encouraged to open the tent sides 
to increase ventilation. Aspects such as requirement for face covering are not yet known, it will 
depend on national guidelines and restrictions nearer the time.  There will also be individual 
preference. 

• We should have distinct entry and exit and a strict one-way flow of the public in the tent.  
Preserving some blank spaces in the tent will allow for when there is a slowing of circulation of 
visitors.  The front entrance to the tent will need to be wide so people entering and leaving are 
not passing close to each other.  Decorated wheelbarrows or the St Bridget’s nursery display 
could be used to separate entry and exit routes.  There may be some ‘official’ signage but it is 
likely we will need to have our own (e.g. entry, exit, social distancing markers etc).  (Additional 
note:  there will still need to be clearly identified Fire exits at the back of the tent)  

• Stalls where there is the potential for queues, e.g.  ToH, HS and CR, could be in linear 
arrangement down the centre of the tent, allowing serving areas on each side.   This would have 
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implications for numbers of stewards, but also social distancing within the stalls.  The middle of 
the stalls would need to be wide enough to accommodate stewards back-to-back.   

• CR maybe better selling kits rather than allowing actual rolling of candles for this year to reduce 
close proximity of members of the public and CR stewards.  Maybe have stewards 
demonstrating the technique or produce a video and just leave it playing.  J and MH can make 
up kits in advance.    

• Consideration should be given to barriers such as perspex screens on stalls where there is 
potential for prolonged contact (ToH, HS, CR).  Rolled-up plastic ‘blinds’ could be an alternative.  
MH can donate a box of visors for individuals to use. 

• Storage and food preparation to be in the curtained off area at the far end of the tent. 
• Information stand could be unmanned, optionally with one person to answer questions.  Derek 

Evans (Tiverton)’s stand for beginner beekeepers will be sited near to the information stand.  
Information for those who are prepared to allow beekeepers to use their garden/land for out-
apiaries should be provided on Information. 

• DBK magazine:  LW submitted an article this month on the 2021 Virtual Honey Show – for those 
reluctant to attend crowded places.  This article includes reference to DCS with invitation to 
volunteers stewards (contact MH); space allowing there will also be encouragement to provide 
produce for HS (JM).   

• The borrowed Hornet’s Nest tent will be smaller but we should be able have tables outside.  
There is no need to accommodate public kitting-up area for flying demonstrations this year. 

• We probably shouldn’t encourage the public to linger to eat their scones from ToH.  We could 
consider tables outside but would need to be in front or sides away from flying bees, and we 
need to know the likely proximity of trade stands. 

• We should not have a prize-giving ceremony this year.  Coloured stars can be affixed to the 
prize-winning exhibits to indicate which are prize winners (as at National Honey Show).  A list of 
winners by name then can be put up somewhere prominent for each class.  Prizes (trophies, 
certificates, money) to be given out in a controlled manner later on.  We should obtain our own 
printer, and this can be used for generating winners lists (AB pointed out that this has been 
agreed at a previous meeting). 

Methods of payment 

• We have one izettle machine already, we could do with two more.  LW and TL have old iphone 
handsets they can donate for use with these.  We would just need PAYG simcards.  Potential 
problems with connectivity should be minimised if we are using individual phones (rather than 
Wifi).   

• Ideally, we should minimise cash payments and ask for correct money.  It was noted that 
children would be likely to pay cash.  We can confirm our policy on cash nearer the time. 

• HBB will ascertain about on-site banking facilities this year. 
• Payment points are vulnerable areas for social distancing.  We will need stewards to manage 

queue safety hence this will influence steward requirement and allocation.  There was discussion 
regarding steward shifts and the desirability of two or three daily shifts.  These decisions are 
hard to make without more information on show policies on tent occupancy and flow rates, and 
management of entry to the showground, is required.  HBB to enquire. 

Financial implications of decisions made 

• Items identified for purchase from the discussions above = plastic screens, printer, izettle, 
coloured stars.  We need to cost out these items and produce an itemised list.  We have 
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indicated approx. £300 of capital expenditure.  Perspex/plastic screens likely to be the most 
significant cost but given their importance it is not anticipated that there will be problems with 
funding.  There was discussion re:  possible layouts of tables/serving and selling stations.  
Further discussion to wait until further information from the show is obtained.  Also a layout 
plan of marquee – with sizes – would be helpful. 

Any other business 

• TL – Tiverton’s megaphone doesn’t have a separate microphone.  TL agreed to act as announcer.  
• AB – won’t be able to attend DCS in July but offered to organise floats and provide supporting 

paperwork, also to assist in any other way including live remote help during the show period. 
• LW – for information and assessment of costs, hanging plastic protection screens are £25 – £30 

each (although for our purposes non-hanging ones that can be supported on stands would be 
preferable).  Mike Ticehurst may be able to make supportive frames.  Framed counter-top clear 
plastic sneeze guards are £75 each. 

• HBB – for the information and interest of the public, can we have information about Bee Space 
on info stand and then pick up the theme in our social distancing signage? 

• JM – could he go ahead and obtain a new pricing gun for HS?  This was agreed at a previous 
meeting so can go ahead. 

Dates and time of next meetings  

• 15th May, 10.00a.m. (Zoom) 
https://zoom.us/j/98102622266?pwd=VTVpejZyNVBDOFhBWDhUNGtWY1N3QT09 
Meeting ID: 981 0262 2266; Passcode: 486382 

• 12th June, 10.00a.m.  (Zoom) 

Actions 

Person Action 
LW Speak with James re:  outdoor bee flying area (improvements to netting) also 

information cards for show displays 
“ Obtain plastic screens 10 for each area (e.g. 4 for HS, 3 for ToH, 2 for CR, 1 for Info – 

depends on plan) 
“ Speak with Wendy re: movement of CR supplies to JH 
“ Obtain Izettles (2 for HT, 1 for ToH); and to find out whether 2 phones can be linked 

to 1 izettle 
“ Order clotted cream soon, scones nearer the time. 

HBB Health and Safety and other general information from DCS  
“ Signage 
“ Tent area and previous plan – research and discuss with LW before 15th May 

TL Check the container at Westpoint 
“ Confirm loan of megaphone (and to be announcer) and small tents 

JM Coloured stars 
“ Pricing gun for HS 

AB Obtain printer 
MH Beespace info, info for landowners prepared to site out-apiaries 

“ Production of CR video 
JH Make up CR kits 

 

https://zoom.us/j/98102622266?pwd=VTVpejZyNVBDOFhBWDhUNGtWY1N3QT09

